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Abstract

Tagged corruption models provide precise
control over the introduction of grammati-
cal errors into clean text. This capability
has made them a powerful tool for gener-
ating pre-training data for grammatical er-
ror correction (GEC) in English. In this
work, we demonstrate their application to four
languages with substantially fewer GEC re-
sources than English: German, Romanian,
Russian, and Spanish. We release a new
tagged-corruption dataset consisting of 2.5M
examples per language that was generated by
a fine-tuned PaLM 2 foundation model. Pre-
training on tagged corruptions yields consis-
tent gains across all four languages, especially
for small model sizes and languages with lim-
ited human-labelled data.

1 Introduction

Grammatical error correction (GEC) is the task
of correcting writing errors in text (see Bryant
et al. (2023) for an overview). Neural sequence-
to-sequence models, commonly used for GEC, are
hard to train due to limited human-labelled data.
A common strategy to mitigate data sparsity is to
generate synthetic training data, but most exist-
ing methods do not generate sufficiently diverse
errors. Modern GEC systems are expected to han-
dle a broad range of errors involving grammar,
spelling, word choice, punctuation and orthography.
However, many existing data generation methods
that employ rules or character- or word- level nois-
ing strategies, cover only a small subset of error
types (Grundkiewicz et al., 2019; Grundkiewicz
and Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019; Náplava and Straka,
2019; Lichtarge et al., 2019; Flachs et al., 2021).
Stahlberg and Kumar (2021) improved the diversity
of model-based data generation (Xie et al., 2018;
Kiyono et al., 2019) by introducing tagged corrup-
tion models. Tagged corruption models are trained
to generate an ungrammatical version of a clean

sentence given a specific error type tag. For exam-
ple, the incorrect plural “sheeps” of “sheep” (i.e. a
noun inflection error – NOUN:INFL) would be rep-
resented in a sentence as follows (Stahlberg and
Kumar, 2021):

“NOUN:INFL There were a lot of sheep.”
→ “There were a lot of sheeps.”

In this work, we adapt the tagged corruption ap-
proach of Stahlberg and Kumar (2021) to languages
with fewer GEC resources than English such as Ger-
man, Spanish, Romanian, and Russian. We faced
two major challenges: First, training tagged cor-
ruption models is more challenging due to training
data scarcity. We mitigated this issue by leverag-
ing the large language model PaLM 2 (Anil et al.,
2023). Second, automatic error type annotation
tools such as ERRANT (Felice et al., 2016; Bryant
et al., 2017) for English are not available for most
other languages. Therefore, we developed a multi-
lingual annotation tool based on classification rules
that apply to multiple languages and writing sys-
tems. Using our framework, we generated a new
synthetic pre-training dataset with 2.5M examples
per language. We demonstrate consistent gains
from pre-training mT5 (Xue et al., 2021) models
on our new dataset and then fine-tuning them on
gold data. We achieve the largest improvements
(up to 30% relative) for smaller models and lan-
guages with limited gold data. We have released
the dataset and the error annotation tool to the sci-
entific community.

2 Multilingual rule-based error type
annotation

ERRANT (Felice et al., 2016; Bryant et al., 2017) is
a rule-based system for English that classifies writ-
ing errors into 25 different error categories. Some
ERRANT rules are specific to English and do not
apply to other languages. German (Boyd, 2018)
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Figure 1: Development set tag distributions for German, Spanish, Romanian, and Russian.

Tag Description
adj, adp, adv,
cconj, det, part,
pron, propn, sconj

Error classified by SpaCy part-
of-speech (POS) tag.

morph Morphology error.
noun Noun or noun phrase error.
n:num Noun number error.
num Number error.
orth Orthography error.
other Unclassified error (no rule

matched).
punct Punctuation error.
spell Spelling error according to

GNU Aspell 0.60.
verb Verb or verb phrase error.
v:tense Verb tense error.
wo Word order error.

Table 1: The error type tag set of our multilingual
annotation tool. We use the same tag set for all lan-
guages. Rules are defined based on Aspell suggestions
and SpaCy POS tags.

and Romanian (Cotet et al., 2020) versions of ER-
RANT have been developed, but they continue to
be language-specific. Since our goal is to develop
a recipe for low-resource GEC that is applicable to
a large set of languages, we developed an annota-
tion toolkit that implements a small set of general
rules relying on multi-lingual NLP toolkits such
as SpaCy’s1 part-of-speech (POS) tagger or GNU
Aspell2 for spelling correction. The error tag set
of our tool is shown in Table 1.3 We intentionally
did not implement rules that rely on any language-
specific knowledge beyond SpaCy’s POS tags or
Aspell suggestions. Therefore, compared to ER-
RANT, our tag set is more coarse-grained and less
expressive. Despite the drawback, the tool’s mul-
tilingual nature makes it useful for synthetic data
generation across a range of languages.

1https://spacy.io/
2http://aspell.net/
3An open-source version of our tool is released on the

dataset Github page. Please see the source code for more
details about the implemented rules.

3 Synthetic data generation using a
tagged corruption model

Tagged corruption models are neural models that
corrupt a clean sentence according to an error type
tag. We adapt Stahlberg and Kumar’s (2021) recipe
for English data generation as follows: for each
language:

1. Annotate the gold development set with error
type tags using our tool from Sec. 2.

2. Compute the unigram distribution of error tags
on the gold development set.

3. Sample sentences from the large clean text
corpus mC44 (Xue et al., 2021).

4. Randomly assign an error tag to each sentence
according to the tag distribution.

5. Use the tagged corruption model with temper-
ature sampling to generate corrupted versions
of the sentences. Pair them with the original
sentences to build a parallel GEC dataset.

6. Filter the dataset with language identification
and simple heuristics based on length offsets
and edit distances.

Fig. 1 shows the tag distributions on the devel-
opment set for German, Spanish, Romanian, and
Russian. Our corruption model is a PaLM 2 (Anil
et al., 2023) model5 that was jointly fine-tuned on
the gold training sets of all four languages. The
corruption model uses the following format:

“Corrupt 〈lang〉 〈tag〉: 〈clean_sentence〉” →
“〈corrupted_sentence〉”

Fig. 2 illustrates how a training example for the
corruption model is derived from the gold data. If a

4https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/
c4#c4multilingual

5“Bison” model size available via the Google Cloud API.
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Figure 2: Example training instance for the tagged cor-
ruption model with a German verb error.

de es ro ru
Number of examples 2.5M
Avg. sentence length (words) 18.9 22.0 20.8 19.1
Avg. edit distance (words) 2.8 1.9 2.3 1.5
Avg. sentence length (chars) 131.8 134.1 130.6 137.1
Avg. edit distance (chars) 5.6 5.2 3.6 4.1

Table 2: Average sentence lengths and source/target
edit distances in the PRE corpus.

Language Corpus Train Dev Test
German (de) Falko-Merlin 19.2K 2.5K 2.3K
Spanish (es) COWS-L2H 10.1K 1.4K 1.1K
Romanian (ro) RONACC 7.1K 1.5K 1.5K
Russian (ru) RULEC 5.0K 2.5K 5.0K

Table 3: Number of training examples in the GOLD
datasets.

sentence has multiple errors, the training example
is repeated with each error tag.

Using the recipe (steps 1-6) we generated a large
synthetic dataset6 consisting of 2.5M examples per
language. Table 2 lists some basic statistics of our
new dataset. We will refer to this dataset as PRE.

4 Experimental setting

4.1 Gold datasets

We use the following GOLD GEC datasets for
training the corruption model and for fine-tuning
our GEC models: the Falko-Merlin corpus (Boyd,
2018) for German (de), the COWS-L2H cor-
pus (Davidson et al., 2020) for Spanish (es), the
RONACC corpus (Cotet et al., 2020) for Romanian
(ro), and the RULEC-GEC corpus (Rozovskaya
and Roth, 2019) for Russian (ru). Table 3 lists the
dataset sizes.

6https://github.com/google-research-datasets/
C4_200M-synthetic-dataset-for-grammatical-error-
correction

4.2 Training setups

We train monolingual GEC models by fine-tuning
the publicly available mT5 (Xue et al., 2021) check-
points using the T5X (Roberts et al., 2023) frame-
work on 4x4 TPUs (v3). We chose mT5 because
it is available for a wide range of languages and
model sizes. We use the default hyper-parameters,7

but tune the learning rate (0.0001-0.001) and the
number of training steps (1K-20K) on the respec-
tive development set. The model sizes range from
mT5-base (580M parameters) to mT5-xxl (13B
parameters). We compare four different training
pipelines:

• GOLD: Fine-tune on the gold dataset (Sec.
4.1).

• PRE: Fine-tune on the synthetic tagged cor-
ruption dataset (Sec. 3).

• PRE→GOLD: Fine-tune first on the synthetic
dataset, and then on the gold dataset.

• PRE+CLANG8→GOLD (only German and
Russian): Fine-tune first on a 1:1 mix of
the synthetic dataset and the CLANG8 cor-
pus (Rothe et al., 2021), and then on the gold
dataset. The CLANG8 corpus is a re-annotated
version of the the language learner corpus
Lang-88 (Mizumoto et al., 2011) available in
German (114K examples) and Russian (45K
examples).

5 Results

Like prior work we compute F0.5-scores on the
German, Russian, and Spanish test sets with the
M2 scorer (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012), and on the
Romanian test set with Cotet et al.’s (2020) version
of ERRANT.9

Table 4 contains the results for the three train-
ing setups for all four languages and model sizes.
F0.5-scores after training on PRE do not always sur-
pass the GOLD baseline, which indicates that our
synthetic dataset is not a replacement for human-
labelled data. However, subsequent fine-tuning
on GOLD after PRE consistently outperforms fine-
tuning on GOLD alone, which shows the benefit of

7https://github.com/google-research/t5x/tree/
main/t5x/examples/t5/mt5

8https://lang-8.com/
9https://github.com/teodor-cotet/errant/tree/

0cb0f61af39ffb8c560ed6f92065f3b9e43e10dd
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Setup mT5-base mT5-large mT5-xl mT5-xxl
de es ro ru de es ro ru de es ro ru de es ro ru

GOLD 65.6 45.9 59.4 17.3 70.6 50.5 63.2 22.8 73.5 54.8 72.4 35.0 74.9 58.1 74.4 39.5
PRE 60.8 38.6 60.7 15.9 63.9 43.6 64.0 28.4 67.3 46.6 66.1 34.7 68.4 46.4 66.6 37.8
PRE→GOLD 70.5 50.1 68.1 19.8 71.8 54.2 71.9 29.6 74.6 56.5 72.8 38.2 75.5 58.9 75.5 40.0

Table 4: Test set F0.5-scores for all four languages and model sizes. The systems highlighted in green outperform
the GOLD baseline.

System German (de) Spanish (es) Romanian (ro) Russian (ru)
Grundkiewicz and Junczys-Dowmunt (2019) 70.24 34.46
Náplava and Straka (2019) 73.71 50.20
Katsumata and Komachi (2020) 68.86 44.36
Cotet et al. (2020) 53.80
Niculescu et al. (2021) 69.01
Flachs et al. (2021) 69.24 57.32 44.72
Rothe et al. (2021) 75.96 51.62
Náplava et al. (2022) 73.71 50.20
Kementchedjhieva and Søgaard (2023) 73.60 55.20 68.60 49.20
This work (mT5-xxl)
PRE→GOLD 75.46 58.89 75.47 39.96
PRE+CLANG8→GOLD 76.08 44.31

Table 5: Comparison of the test set F0.5-scores of our best systems to other results from the literature.
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Figure 3: Relative improvements of the PRE→GOLD
setup over GOLD-only.

adapting the model to the GEC domain before the
final fine-tuning stage.

Fig. 3 shows a log-log plot of the relative im-
provements between the GOLD baseline and the
PRE→GOLD setup across various model sizes. The
improvements range between 0.5% and 30% de-
pending on the language and model size. Our PRE

dataset is particularly useful for small training sets
(ru) and small models (left side of the plot). Gram-
matical error correction models deployed in prac-
tice are often small because a low latency is less
disruptive for writers.

To investigate if pre-training can be further im-
proved by adding external data, we performed ex-
periments using the CLANG8 corpus (Rothe et al.,
2021). Table 6 shows that pre-training on a 1:1 mix

Setup mT5-base mT5-xxl
de ru de ru

Rothe et al. (2021) 69.21 26.24 75.96 51.62
This work
CLANG8 66.39 24.58 74.83 40.37
CLANG8→GOLD 70.59 26.24 75.65 43.62
PRE+CLANG8 69.87 25.74 74.47 44.48
PRE+CLANG8→GOLD 72.02 26.39 76.08 44.31

Table 6: Combining our PRE dataset with the CLANG8
corpus from Rothe et al. (2021). We report F0.5-scores
on the German and Russian test sets.

of PRE and CLANG8 outperforms pre-training on
only one of them.

Table 5 lists our best setups in relation to prior
work. We advance the state-of-the-art on Span-
ish and Romanian and match the best published
results on German despite using a relatively sim-
ple training setup (standard 2-stage fine-tuning of
off-the-shelf T5 models with normal cross-entropy
loss).

6 Conclusion

We have introduced a new large synthetic dataset
for GEC that was generated by an LLM-based
tagged corruption model in German, Spanish, Ro-
manian, and Russian. Our dataset consists of 2.5M
examples per language. Pre-training GEC models
on this dataset yields consistent gains on all four
languages, especially for small gold training sets
and small model sizes.
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7 Limitations

Even though we took into account the distribution
of the error tags on the development sets for syn-
thetic data generation, it is possible that the syn-
thetic dataset does not capture all its error character-
istics. First, our tag set is not sufficient to represent
more complex inter-dependencies between error
types. Second, our automated annotation tool op-
erates on the lexical level, so clausal, sentential,
or discourse level errors are not represented in the
error tag set. Third, the tagged corruption model
is not guaranteed to always synthesize the correct
error type. Fourth, error type tags are assigned to
sentences randomly, but it is sometimes not even
possible to enforce an error type in a particular
sentence (e.g. corrupting a sentence without a con-
junction with cconj). Despite these limitations, we
confirm Stahlberg and Kumar’s (2021) findings by
demonstrating the effectiveness of tagged corrup-
tion models to generate diverse synthetic training
data for GEC across a range of languages.
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